The weird poetry Google Translate writes when fed the same characters over and over

@Smutclyde Google Translated sequences of unicode characters and short pairings, at varying lengths, to see what the neural networks would interpret each as. The results are remarkable. Lovecraftian wailings, for example, become homoerotic death metal lyrics.

And is this not as disturbing as it is funny? Especially when you consider that the machine minds are learning their way beyond our comprehension.
This pizza dress and taco gown are so glamorous

A pizza dress and a taco gown by IMGUR-ian Avant Geek Art.

READ THE REST

This Nicolas Cage bodysuit cosplay isn't disturbing at all, nope

Behold, “The Nicolas Cage suit.”

READ THE REST

New edition of The Book of Miracles, the 16th century's premier guide to the apocalypse
The Book of Miracles (also known as the Augsburg Book of Miraculous Signs) is a compendium of beautiful 16th-century illustrations of cosmic anxiety and apocalyptic surrealism. The new edition from Taschen, edited by Till-Holger Borchert and Joshua P Waterman, is a perfect introduction to the Renaissance obsession with signs, portents and the damned weird.

Dragify lets you build websites without learning how to code

The greatest thing about technology seems to be its ability to make itself less technical. Ground zero of this phenomena is in website-building, where tools like Dragify make it easy for the less tech-savvy of us to build sites without code. Dragify is a completely visual, drag-and-drop creator that is currently available in the Boing Boing Store. Dragify’s interface was […]

This floating speaker is the perfect summer companion

Many wireless speakers claim to be “rugged,” or “waterproof,” but few can match the sonic power and durability of the G-Project’s G-DROP. Named one of iLounge’s favorite speakers of 2015, this powerful, compact speaker has an IPX7 waterproof rating making it submersible up to three feet. Not that music will sound good when the speaker is three […]

This coding bundle is the ultimate coding bundle

You are probably very good at your job, and may not feel the need to learn how to code. That’s perfectly okay. But it’s possible that learning programming could be an interesting and fiscally rewarding way to enrich your life and advance your career. In that case, take a look at The Ultimate Learn to Code […]
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